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HANTVERK
Made by hand.
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PH163739

HANTVERK, meaning handicraft in Swedish, is a 
collection of handmade baskets, ceramics, textiles, 
and more. Inspired by Scandinavian design, each 
item tells the story of a successful collaboration, 
niftiness, great quality, and – if you listen closely 
enough – of life-changing new opportunities. 
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PH163740

IKEA + Doi Tung 
The IKEA collaboration with Doi Tung DP has resulted in a bounty 
of unique, handmade products sold in IKEA stores across the world 
– while creating  jobs for villagers in northern Thailand.
Doi Tung DP was founded in 1988 on the edge of the “Golden
Triangle” opium-growing region that straddles the borders of
Myanmar, Laos and Thailand. The mission was to revive natural
forests devastated by the production of opium and to improve
healthcare and education for the local hill tribe people. Today more
than 1 700 households, almost 11 000 people, in 29 villages have a
better and safer economic situation thanks to the initiative.
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Kiang Aitao, Ceramist, Thailand

It’s been 18 years since Kiang first started working 
at the Doi Tung factory located a mere ten minutes 
moped ride from her village. Since then she’s 
developed her skills, and been involved in most parts 
of the pottery making. Today she’s a supervisor and  
one of the artisans responsible for the glazing of the 
HANTVERK products.

PH163810

Made
by me.

”I love that products I’ve made with my 
own hands will end up in homes across 
the world. I’m proud.”
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 “The handmade qualities are revealed in the 
details, like in the seam from the mould that runs 
down the center of the vase.
Iina Vuorivirta, IKEA designer

PH163748

PH163839

HANTVERK
vase
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PH163836

HANTVERK bowl $000

PH163837

HANTVERK
bowl

HANTVERK
bowl
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PH163758

“I wanted to use the glaze in a way 
that highlights the inherent qualities 
of the material.”
Iina Vuorivirta, IKEA designer

HANTVERK
plant pot
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PH163749

“The challenge is to get the lines just right when I 
do the glazing. I have to be very precise.”
Kiang Aitao, Ceramist, Thailand

PH163835

HANTVERK
plant pot
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PH163809

Kiang Aitao, Ceramist Doi Tung DP, Thailand

“It’s my family that makes me feel at 
home, my house is nothing without them.”
Kiang Aitao

The village is surrounded by forest and lies far from 
the main roads. Kiang Aitao, ceramist and glazing 
supervisor at Doi Tung DP, loves it. “It’s beautiful 
and quiet, and still close to work.”

Kiang and her husband have lived in the three-
bedroom house on top of the hill for 17 years. The 
living room is her favourite hang-out. It’s spacious – 
and goes in blue from floor to ceiling.
“I’ve loved the colour blue since I was a girl. It’s cool 
and relaxing.”

It’s in the lounge that Kiang and her daughter do 
the beautiful needlework that they sell at nearby 
markets, it’s in here the two kids occasionally get lost 
in their mobiles – but above all it’s where the family 
gets together. 
“The best part of the day is when I get back home 
from work and spend time with my kids – talking, 
playing, watching TV. It’s my family that makes me 
feel at home, my house is nothing without them.”

Still, there’s one thing she dreams of changing.
“I would love glass windows instead of the wooden 
shutters we’ve got now.”

Kiang’s parents and sister live just a few steps away, 
close enough for their dog to include both homes in 
his watchdog duties. Her dad, who runs a small shop, 
helps out with the kids when they come home from 
school in the afternoons. He’s the family exception 
work-wise, since both Kiang’s husband and mum are 
her co-workers at Doi Tung DP.
“The greatest part of working is that I earn a secure 
income and can support my family”, says Kiang 
who’s been at Doi Tung for more than 18 years.

Although her job as a glazing supervisor is a Monday 
to Saturday assignment, she’s got time to assist the 
local doctor as a health care volunteer. And that’s 
not the only work she does on voluntary basis. When 
a group of boys got trapped in a cave in the nearby 
mountains, Kiang was one of the volunteers who 
helped out. Hanging on the wall in the living room 
are the hats and scarves the family got from the Thai 
king as a token of his gratitude. 
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PH163834

PH163833

HANTVERK
place mat
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PH163743

IKEA + Industree
Indian social enterprise Industree gives rural women the chance 
to earn a living through their artisanal skills – transforming 
banana bark into fab baskets, carpets and more. Being a long-
term partner, IKEA contributes to a great business idea that 
doesn’t only create jobs but tackles the root causes of poverty.
So far the collaboration has led to seven collections sold in stores 
in Europe, Japan, and Korea – with more to come – and 1 050 
artisans are part of the production.
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PH163808

Made
by me.

Kavitha Nagaraj, Basket weaver,  India

Less than a year ago Kavitha had never woven 
anything at all, let alone a banana bark basket. Since 
then she’s learned all parts of the weaving process 
and she’s  now responsible for quality control at the 
Industree production hub in Madurai. Earning an 
income makes everyday life a little bit less stressful and 
gives her and her husband the chance to send their 
two sons to a good school. 

”Ideally I’d like to get to a position where 
I can employ a hundred people and help 
others get to where I am today.”
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“Learning to weave baskets is a bit like learning to 
cook. I wasn’t great at first but now I’m a master chef.”
Kavitha Nagaraj, Basket weaver, India

PH163747

PH163754

HANTVERK
basket
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PH163741

With a taste for banana
The square box with lid is a great gift box, doubles as a basket 
and is inspired by the traditional Scandinavian birch bark 
baskets. “Banana fibre is not only good for weaving baskets 
– it’s what’s left when the bananas are harvested and so it’s a
sustainable choice”, says Iina Vuorivirta, IKEA designer.

PH163755

HANTVERK
box with lid
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PH163756

PH163757

HANTVERK
basket
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PH161078

Kavitha Nagaraj, Basket weaver Industree, India

“Everything I do from when I wake up 
until I go to bed gives me happiness. 
It’s what makes me feel at home.”
Kavitha Nagaraj

PH163745

Kavitha Nagaraj’s house sits at the far end of the 
village street, near the jasmine field that gives the 
family an extra income. The home is small – but they 
own it. “We struggled when my husband was the 
only one earning an income. Since I started working 
things are looking up.”

Initially it was the chance of earning a steady wage 
that made Kavitha take up the job as a basket weaver 
at Industree, but she soon realised how much she 
liked it.  
“The first day of my training I felt like someone who’s 
blindfolded in the forest. But after just a few days 
I started to get the hang of it, and after a month 
I knew the handicraft well enough to become a 
trainer. Today I do the quality checks.”

Kavitha’s parents and in-laws support her.
“They encourage me and tell me to support my 
family the best way I can. They let both me and my 
husband work and help us by taking care of our 
children and our jasmine field as much as they can.”

Despite all the practical assistance, there’s a long list 
of chores that Kavitha needs to get through before 
her official workday starts. Except getting the two 
sons ready for school, there are chickens and cows 
to feed, there’s the jasmine field to tend to, there are 
washing to do. An ordinary day starts at five in the 
morning.
“Everything I do from when I wake up until I go to 
bed gives me happiness. It’s what makes me feel at 
home. The best part of the day is in the morning. I 
run around shouting at the kids to get ready. It might 
sound as if I scold them, but really we just play and 
have fun.”

It’s their sons’ futures that drive both Kavitha and 
her husband. Two incomes make it possible to 
send the boys to a good school which hopefully will 
open doors down the road. If she manages to save 
enough, Kavitha also hopes to build a bigger house. 
The way of getting there is through work. 
“Ideally, I would like to get to a position where I can 
employ a hundred people. I’d like to help others get 
to where I am today.”
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Made by collaboration
The artisan collective Rangsutra in Northern India acts as a 
bridge between rural artisans and global consumers – and opens 
up plenty of new opportunities for everyone involved. The long-
running partnership with IKEA lets us tap into ancient-old skills 
and offer our customers unique, handmade textile products.

PH163761

HANTVERK cushion cover, 
L40×W65cm $000 Multicolour 

PH163760

HANTVERK
cushion cover
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PH163762

PH163763

HANTVERK
cushion cover
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PH163746

IKEA + Jordan River 
Foundation
Jordan – a country of only 9 million people with high rates of 
unemployment – has taken on a great responsibility hosting many of the 
region’s refugees. The non-profit organization Jordan River Foundation 
(JRF) is working hard to tackle the crisis. When IKEA and JRF team up it’s 
to create jobs for Jordanian women and women refugees in this hard-
pressed region – while at the same time creating products that represents 
courage and visions in terms of design.
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PH163804

Made
by me.

Abeer Almnajed, Seamstress, Jordan

When Abeer and her family fled the Syrian capital 
Damascus seven years ago they hoped it was 
temporary. Not a day goes by when she doesn’t miss 
her beautiful house with the large terrace and the life 
they had before the war. Still, she tries to look ahead 
– for her children’s sake. Working for Jordan River
Foundation is one step towards a better future.

“I was a beautician in Syria. 
Embroidering is a lot like applying 
make up. It’s an art form that takes 
patience and steady hands.”
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PH163764

PH163751

“I wanted to keep the Scandinavian expression.
The uniqueness lies in the handmade elements – 
details that don’t stand out, but still are crucial.”
Iina Vuorivirta, IKEA designer

HANTVERK
cushion cover
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PH163765

PH163753

HANTVERK
cushion cover
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Abeer Almnajed, Seamstress JRF, Jordan

PH163805

“My children are my life, I want to be 
close to them. We love drawing, and 
we listen to music and dance.”
Abeer Almnajed

Seven years ago, Abeer Almnajed and her family 
fled the war in Syria. Their beautiful house with the 
large terrace had been destroyed along with Abeer’s 
business – the beauty salon on the ground floor. The 
work as a seamstress in Amman gives hope for a 
better future and reminds Abeer of the career she 
left behind.

“I loved my work in Damascus. Applying makeup is 
an art, it’s like drawing. The same is true for embroi-
dering. Both needs light hands and patience.”
The job as a seamstress for Jordan River Foundation 
has another benefit – it makes it possible for Abeer 
to work from home so she’s around when her son 
and daughter come home from school. 

“My children are my life, I want to be close to them.
The best part of my day  is when their homework is 
done and the three of us have time to hang out to-
gether. We love drawing, and we listen to music and 
dance.”

Sometimes Abeer still dreams of returning to the 
house in Damascus. But she tries not to dwell too 
much on the past. Still, there are some memories 
that are more painful than others. Like the last time 
they left their house and Abeer’s son asked to bring 
his favourite soft toy, the one he took to bed every 
night and always carried around. “We were only go-
ing to my parents so I told him that it would be wait-
ing for him when he got back. But then the house 
was damaged and we never found the toy again. 
Thinking about it still makes me sad.”

Even if there is no comparison between the old 
house and  the apartment in Amman, Abeer’s tried 
to add touches of what the family once had to the 
two-bedroom flat – and she involves her kids.
“My children are my friends, I always ask for their 
opinion and listen to them – just like my own parents 
did. 
That’s why the sofa cover in the living room is both 
dark blue and bright pink, and why the children’s 
room is divided in two – one half jam-packed with su-
perheroes and football teams, the other with images 
of a brilliant girl explorer. 
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PH163838

PH163812

Co-design turned into hangers
The wooden hangers are hand-turned by Roma craftspeople 
working for the Romanian social enterprise Mesteshukar ButiQ 
and took shape on the factory floor.  “We wanted to create a 
product with the right balance between traditional handicraft 
and modern design”, says Mikael Axelsson, IKEA designer.

HANTVERK
throw

HANTVERK
hanger, 2 pack.
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PH161078

Scandinavia goes Indian

The same Scandinavian expression that signifies the HANTVERK 
collection overall is true for the towel and the throw, with an 
added Indian touch. “I sent a sketch  to Rangsutra and when I got 
the prototype back it had two different kinds of lines instead of 
the one that I had in mind. I actually think the final products look 
even better because of it”, says IKEA designer Iina Vuorivirta.

PH163813

HANTVERK
hanger, 2 pack.

HANTVERK
hand towel
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PH163814

Give away a goody bag
If you ever visit Doi Tung in Northern Thailand you’re likely to be given 
a taste of the delicious and super nutritious mulberries that  grow all 
around. The trees that thrive on the mountain slopes aren’t only loved 
for their fruit, the bark can be transformed into paper – which we in 
turn have made into unique and sustainable gift bags.  

HANTVERK
gift bag, set of 3
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PH163759

HANTVERK
throw

HANTVERK
vase
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IMAGES PRODUCTS

PH163759

PH163756
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IMAGES ARTISANS / PRODUCTION

PH163806PH163738PH163739PH163740PH163809
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IMAGES AVAILABLE 
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PE738398
HANTVERK basket, handmade 12.95 
Clear lacquered banana fibres. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø30, 
H20cm. 804.325.52

PE738396
HANTVERK basket, handmade 
7.99 Clear lacquered banana fibres. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø20, H8cm. 
004.325.51

PE738402
HANTVERK box with lid, 
handmade 9.99 Clear lacquered 
banana fibres. Designer: Iina 
Vuorivirta. L20×W20, H11cm. 
304.327.62

PE738416
HANTVERK hanger, handmade 
14.95 /2 pack. Solid beech. Designer: 
Mikael Axelsson. Untreated wood can 
be stained or painted for your personal 
touch. Ø7cm. 704.327.98

PE725314
HANTVERK cushion cover, 
handmade 12.95 100% cotton. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. L50×W50cm. 
White/black 404.324.84

PE725313
HANTVERK cushion cover, 
handmade 14.95 100% cotton. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. L40×W65cm. 
White/black  104.324.85

PE738418
HANTVERK place mat, handmade 
7.99 100% cotton. Designer: Iina 
Vuorivirta. L45×W35cm. Black/
white 004.327.54

PE738414
HANTVERK hand towel, 
handmade 8.99 100% cotton. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. 
W50×L70cm. Black/white 504.324.07

PE738423
HANTVERK throw, handmade 29.95 
100% cotton. Designer: Iina 
Vuorivirta. W110×L170cm. Black/white 
704.324.06

PE738412
HANTVERK gift bag, set of 3, 
handmade 7.99 Comprises: 1 gift 
bag for bottle (L11×W11, H38cm), 1 gift 
bag (L25×W10, H18cm), and 1 gift bag 
(L13×W5, H11cm). Handmade paper.  
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. White/black 
604.459.04

PE725316
HANTVERK cushion cover, 
handmade 12.95 100% cotton. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. L50×W50cm. 
Multicolour 604.324.83

PE725317
HANTVERK cushion cover, 
handmade 14.95 100% cotton. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. L40×W65cm. 
Multicolour 804.324.82

PE738421
HANTVERK plant pot, handmade 
17.95 Stoneware. Designer: Iina 
Vuorivirta. Max. diameter flowerpot 
12cm. H12cm. Off-white 004.323.63

PE738401
HANTVERK bowl, handmade 12.95 
Stoneware. Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. 
Ø21, H5cm. Off-white 504.323.89

PE748105
HANTVERK vase, handmade 19.95 
Stoneware. Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø7, 
H15cm. Off-white 704.323.93

ALL PRODUCTS
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PH163742

Contact 
IKEA Nederland 
Publicrelations.nl@ikea.com 
Phone +31 (0)20 564 3888 
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